4X4 PASSENGER CAB

Do Your Best Work
You are a doer. Up before the birds and out after dark, because your hard work
makes a difference to the people and places around you. Only Carryall is by your
side every day, customized by need, tough by nature, and reliable by design.
And now it’s available with a new 4x4 cab specially designed to increase both
comfort and productivity.

4X4 PASSENGER CAB

REDESIGNED FROM THE GROUND UP FOR COMFORT AND SAFETY
It’s hard to be productive in an uncomfortable cab. Armed with that knowledge, we completely
overhauled our 2- and 4-passenger 4x4 cabs for Carryall to provide greater overall comfort,
enhanced safety, protection from the elements, and smart performance—so your team never
has to slow down.

New

OVERHEAD CONSOLE
Located above the driver, the new console
puts all the vehicle controls (including fan,
heater, and strobe light operation when
applicable) in one convenient spot that’s
easy to access and adjust, even in transit.

40% MORE AIRFLOW
The cab’s new tilt-out windshield with
durable locking latches offers 40% more
airflow for a much cooler ride. Plus, sliding
windows in all doors and at the rear
increase whole-cab ventilation.

EASIER ENTRY & EXIT
Front-hinged doors create 20% more
space, making cab entry and exit easier
for passengers (especially those wearing
heavy gear).

FOPS NOW STANDARD
The cab roof is certified as a FOPS
(Falling Object Protection Structure),
a critical feature on industrial and
construction job sites.

Optional accessories include: Front Work Lights, Side View Mirrors,
Interior Dome Light, Interior Rear View Mirror, Windshield Washer and
4x4 cabs available on Carryall 1500 2WD and 4WD models.

Heater Kit for Diesel Powered Vehicles.

BOOST YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
Talk with your Club Car Sales Representative to bring the new cab to your business.

Learn more at Carryall.com
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